
ZOOM CHAT TEXT   DTE MEETING 2018-08-16
00:23:22 Lars Nissen 1685: John Major just joined
00:27:33 Kathy Ernst:  7:35 meeting started
00:32:33 Trevor Pitt 1767: Is Richard proposing ant dates
00:32:50 Trevor Pitt 1767: (any)
00:32:56 Lars Nissen 1685: yes from 20th sept. onwards
00:35:17 John Magor 1841: I need to leave the meeting for app. 10 mins.
00:37:25 Kathy Ernst:  Mark, Robin , David Mc present 7:58
00:37:55 Kathy Ernst:  John Magor, Malcolm present
00:43:37 Kathy Ernst:  Spring ConFest will be held on Cup Day weekend instead of September. Dates will be 3 to 6 November.
00:45:04 Kathy Ernst:  We will work toward a Spring ConFest held on the Melbourne Cup Weekend as we have been unable to acheive the dates in September
00:49:07 Kathy Ernst:  We will work toward a Spring ConFest held on the Melbourne Cup Weekend as we have been unable to acheive the dates in September
00:50:11 Lindy Hunt:  good idea Robin
00:56:06 Kristen Joy:  I think our best approach is simply to be honest, tell the confest community what is happening.
00:57:04 Barry Simmonds: hi all
00:58:08 Trevor Pitt 1767: Hi Barry
00:58:24 Mark:  Barry
01:01:54 John Magor 1841: Hi Barry
01:03:56 Kathy Ernst:  Barry and John are online
01:07:02 Kathy Ernst:  We will work toward a Spring ConFest held on the Melbourne Cup Weekend as we have been unable to acheive the dates in September
01:09:15 John Magor 1841: Are we working with the 'hands up' facility in the chat bar tonight?
01:15:29 Lindy Hunt:  we have not been able to achieve a spring confest for September.  we are aiming for a Cup day weekend confest
01:17:12 Peter Tippett: a heap of people have registered insterest in Spring. some have put their hand up to volunteer before during and after.
   how about informing them that spring 8snt happening but asking if any would like to volunteer for a working bee over the same period.
01:18:57 Peter Tippett: spring results...

   Total replies: 169
   Tickets requested: 360
   Volunteers before Confest: 65
   Volunteers during Confest: 250
   Volunteers after Confest: 56
01:19:03 Kathy Ernst:  Darrell Reid and Peter Tippett are here
01:22:42 Kristen Joy:  it would be good to have the volunteer coordinators for all the different projects, the septemper working bees, and a possible november
   confest in meetings and ready to make contact
01:23:11 John Magor 1841: Well it's certainly not humble pie.
01:23:58 Trevor Pitt 1767: Hello Peter
01:26:52 Trevor Pitt 1767: Can we please choose dates  for the Bylands working bee then Woowooma working bee and ensure they do not overlap to avoid
   conflict with resouce allocation. Tractors vehicles etc.
01:29:46 Jenni T 1699: brb
01:29:55 Kate Sarah:  That we change the dates of the Spring ConFest that we’re working towards to Melbourne Cup long weekend.
01:30:05 Barry Simmonds: motion to redirect the spring confest efforts to a melbourn cup weekend festival



01:30:31 Trevor Pitt 1767: Given that, we have not been able to achieve a spring confest for September.  we a aim for a Cup day weekend confest
01:30:38 John Magor 1841: Can we first agree on the font we're using/
01:30:38 Kathy Ernst:  That we change the dates of the Spring ConFest that we’re working towards, to Melbourne Cup long weekend.
01:32:22 Troy Reid:  Instead of having compound motions making multiple statements, break them into separate motions.
01:32:58 Kate Sarah:  Given that, we have not been able to achieve a spring Confest for September, that we aim for a Cup day weekend Confest.
01:33:17 Troy Reid:  Motion to cancel 2018 Spring ConFest scheduled for September
01:34:23 Troy Reid:  Motion to work towards 2018 Spring ConFest scheduled in Novemeber
01:34:34 Kate Sarah:  Given that, we have not been able to achieve a spring confest for September that we a aim for a Cup day weekend confest.
01:34:43 Kate Sarah:  Moved Trevor
01:34:46 Kate Sarah:  Second by Kathy
01:34:48 Kathy Ernst:  moved by Trevor
01:34:55 Kathy Ernst:  seconded by Kathy
01:35:10 Kathy Ernst:  passed by consensus
01:38:03 Kate Sarah:  We have not been able to achieve a Spring Confest for September, we are aiming to hold a Spring Confest in November at Cup Weekend.
01:38:32 John Magor 1841: We have not been able to achieve a Spring Confest for September, we are aiming to hold a Spring Confest in November at Melbourne
   Cup Weekend.
01:38:40 Kate Sarah:  We have not been able to achieve a Spring Confest for September, we are aiming to hold a Spring Confest on the Melbourne Cup
   Weekend in November.
01:38:42 Jenni T 1699: NSW doesn’t get cup holiday
01:39:51 Trevor Pitt 1767: Move back to Vic.
01:40:01 Kathy Ernst:  We have not been able to achieve a Spring Confest for September, we are aiming to hold a Spring Confest in November on Melbourne
   Cup Weekend.
01:40:26 Kathy Ernst:  We have not been able to achieve a Spring Confest for September, we are aiming to hold a Spring Confest in November on Melbourne
   Cup long Weekend.
01:41:19 Trevor Pitt 1767: I second Kathys motion
01:41:46 Kathy Ernst: . We have not been able to achieve a Spring Confest for September, we are aiming to hold a Spring Confest in November on Melbourne
   Cup long Weekend.moved by Lindy
01:42:05 Kathy Ernst:  seconded by Kathy
01:43:00 Kathy Ernst:  passed by Consensus
01:43:17 Kate Sarah:  That the communication to be shared with the Confest community is that we have not been able to achieve a Spring Confest for 
   September, we are aiming to hold a Spring Confest in November on Melbourne Cup long Weekend.
   moved by Lindy
   seconded by Kathy
01:43:46 Kate Sarah:  That the communication to be shared with the Confest community is that we have not been able to achieve a Spring Confest for 
   September and that we are aiming to hold a Spring Confest in November on Melbourne Cup long Weekend.�moved by Lindy�seconded
   by Kathy
01:44:27 Kathy Ernst:  passed by consensus
01:45:22 Kathy Ernst:  Don is online
01:45:28 Trevor Pitt 1767: Don, Welcome back
01:47:23 Lars Nissen 1685: That the spring confest will be held on the byland's property
01:51:46 Trevor Pitt 1767: Still Spring
01:52:21 Kathy Ernst:  That the spring confest will be held on the byland's property
01:53:34 John Magor 1841: Not cool Lars. Would you ok Barry having muting rights over you?



01:53:37 Barry Simmonds: melbourn cup 2018 confest be held at bilands
01:54:52 Lindy Hunt:  i would agree with what barty suggest
01:55:10 Lindy Hunt:  meant to say barry
01:55:17 Kate Sarah:  That the spring Melbourne Cup Confest 2019 will be held on the Byland's property
01:55:28 Barry Simmonds: 2018
01:55:33 Kate Sarah:  2018
01:55:44 Kate Sarah:  That the spring Melbourne Cup Confest 2018 will be held on the Byland's property
01:55:53 Lindy Hunt:  yes
01:56:44 Kate Sarah:  That it is our intention to hold spring Melbourne Cup Confest 2019 will be held on the Byland's property
01:56:56 Lars Nissen 1685: Almost 2 hours to decide we shift the dates from September to Nevember. COMMITTEES.i AM OUT OF HERE
01:56:58 Kate Sarah:  That it is our intention to hold spring Melbourne Cup Confest 2018 on the Byland's property

 INTERUPTION TO ZOOM LINK  MEETING RESTARTED

00:00:58 Kate Sarah:  That it is our intention to hold spring Melbourne Cup Confest 2019 on the Byland's property
00:01:12 Kate Sarah:  That it is our intention to hold spring Melbourne Cup Confest 2018 on the Byland's property
00:01:19 Troy Reid:  What happened? Did Lars kick us all out?
00:02:23 Kate Sarah:  That we hold the Melbourne Cup Confest 2018 on the Byland's property
00:02:29 Richard W: y es Troy it appears that's what happened
00:02:32 John Magor 1841: Lars has 'overmuted' himself? Great intent, but extreme effect.
00:02:59 Kate Sarah:  That we hold the Spring Confest 2018 on the Byland's property
00:03:10 John Magor 1841: I just saw Mark doing duckface!
00:03:54 Mark:  I was doing Cassowary face
00:04:53 Darrylle Ryan: second
00:05:03 Kate Sarah:  That we hold the Spring Confest 2018 on the Byland's property
00:05:05 Darrylle Ryan: no
00:05:11 Kate Sarah:  Moved by Kate Seconded John Magor
00:05:49 Kate Sarah:  That we advise people that we are planning to hold the Spring Confest 2018 on the Byland's property
00:07:24 Kate Sarah:  That we advise people that we are planning to hold the Spring Confest 2018 on the Byland's property
00:07:36 CERES Venue: Spring 2018 in Australia will begin onSaturday, 1 Septemberand ends onFriday, 30 November
00:08:25 Kate Sarah:  That we advise people that we are aiming to hold a Spring Confest 2018 at the Melbourne Cup weekend on the Byland's property
00:08:46 Kate Sarah:  Move Kate Seconded by Lindy
00:12:12 CERES Venue: A facilitator often helps a group of people to understand their common objectives and assists them to plan how to achieve these 
   objectives; in doing so, the facilitator remains "neutral", meaning he/she does not take a particular position in the discussion.
00:13:21 Kristen Joy:  I apologise, I took too long to find the hands up function, and too long to get in the habit of it, working harder on it.
00:20:24 Kristen Joy:  anyway, I really like the idea of the role of encourager, and the idea of being mindful of that aspect of all our roles, but I disagree with
   Don's definition of the word facilitator.
00:20:51 Kristen Joy:  yep
00:36:28 John Magor 1841: It's also called growth. Confest is fluid, it will outgrow all of us - if we let it.
00:44:58 Troy Reid:  Nobody has a problem with Sydney ConFest Facilitators



00:46:17 Troy Reid:  a single monolithic ConFest Commitee to run all ConFest gatherings is clearly not working
00:46:28 Darrylle Ryan: we have to have a plan on what has to be done and the right people in charge to ask/get others to help get all the work done in peace,
   love & harmoney
00:47:25 Kristen Joy:  disagree does not = attack
00:50:26 John Magor 1841: I have no problem with the word 'facilitator' it's the sniping, the rejections and attempts to dismantle that which is new. There was a
   time when the very notion of Confest' istself was new.
00:53:55 Mark:  good point Malcolm
00:56:06 Trevor Pitt 1767: We all want a Easter Confest 2019. We have a lot to do. We have water to fix. We have Council and other statutory bodies to satisfy.
   We have 8 months till Confest. Much less for some of the intermediate deadlines.We need a plan.We need to collate all of the 
   requirements from all the authorities and from this create an action plan. Then we add all the requirements the facilitators need to run
   their “department”. The action plan needs to meet (not circumvent) the requirements.This includes any deadlines we need to meet.
   Because we are volunteers we then ask for volunteers and if they have the skills, time and commitment to take on the required tasks.If
   the required tasks cannot be completed by our volunteers, on time and fit for purpose then we need to outsource the tasks.Outsourcing
   obviously follows normal tendering / quoting protocols.If we can do this Confest can happen. If we can’t do this anymore we may need
   to consider an event management company to assist us.Confest is about a bunch of hippie
00:56:42 Trevor Pitt 1767: Confest is about a bunch of hippies getting back to nature.Hosting Confest is about DTE running a business. In this day and age, if we
   don’t approach this in a professional manner we are doomed to fail. You all know what they say:Failing to plan is planning to fail.Love
   Light Peace and Hugs,Trevf
00:59:30 Darrylle Ryan: all good
01:04:17 Troy Reid:  Marty there is an echo coming from you - can you pls mute when not speaking
01:04:49 Troy Reid:  thx
01:19:31 Kristen Joy:  I've done a task list for the workgroups I'm part of that is close to accurate, but it all really needs input from those doing the work...
   https://sharepoint.dte.coop/oc/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc={41C2EE31-F845-472C-A0F7-FBC11D01653E}&file=OC-
   TaskList.xlsx&action=default
01:25:16 Troy Reid:  Let's have a seperate finance department then
01:26:07 John Magor 1841: Could I (respectfully) ask that until such time as we absolutely determine (and agree) that any one person's voice and opinion is 
   superior to everyone else's, can we possibly agree to refrain from talking over one another when we disagree with what's being said?
   That anyone thinks their views are so superior to an others 'that they can silence their words by talking over them' is pretty fucking rude
   (and just a little bit abusive).That your voice is louder and you use it to cut over others only reflects a lack of respect for others (and
   possibly the 'self'?).Maybe zip it up - your ego and privilege are sticking out, and it's not as impressive as you might've thought.Doing so
   shows rudeness that's less impressive and much more disrespectful than you might be able to see beyond your hubris.
01:28:42 Troy Reid:  night everyone
01:31:05 Darrylle Ryan: Ok everyone's right but getting nowhere so i'll say good night all and remember love one another
01:32:16 Lindy Hunt:  good night all
01:38:47 Kristen Joy:  g'night all


